A variant binding sequence for transcription factor EBP-80 confers increased promoter activity on a retroviral long terminal repeat.
The cloned long terminal repeats (LTRs) of mouse intracisternal A-particle (IAP) proviral elements differ in their promoter activity. In this study, the LTR from a recently transposed IAP element (rc-mos) is shown to be a more effective promoter both in vivo and in vitro than the LTR from a randomly cloned genomic element (MIA14). These LTRs differ in nucleotide sequence in certain previously defined protein-binding domains. In particular, the MIA14 LTR contains two domains, designated Enh1 and Enh2, with sequence homology to the SV40 enhancer core motif, while in rc-mos the Enh2 position is occupied by a variant sequence which lacks core homology. EBP-80 is a general enhancer core-binding protein originally isolated by virtue of its affinity for the MIA14 Enh2 sequence (Falzon, M., and Kuff, E.L. (1989) J. Biol. Chem. 264, 21915-21922). We now find by quantitative binding studies, binding competition, and UV cross-linking that EBP-80 from both human and mouse cells binds to the "Enh2" motif of rc-mos more strongly than to the Enh2 of MIA14. In vitro transcription from both LTRs is strongly enhanced by addition of EBP-80 showing that binding is related to function. The rc-mos LTR remains the more effective promoter in the presence of added EBP-80. Reciprocal substitution of the Enh2 domains in the two LTRs by site-directed mutagenesis shows that the rc-mos variant confers a 3-fold increment in in vivo promotor activity. The rc-mos motif or a closely related sequence is found in the cloned LTRs of many expressed and/or recently transposed IAP elements. EBP-80 is identified as a cellular transcription factor whose heightened levels in certain mouse cells might result in preferential expression of IAP elements containing this sequence motif.